Abstract-A description of the importance of rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) measurements to the operation of electricity networks is given. The susceptibility of ROCOF measurements to common power system disturbances such as phase steps is described. A measurement campaign to observe ROCOF at multiple locations in an island grid dominated by renewable generation is described and some results are given. These captured ROCOF events are dominated by those associated with phase steps, which occur without significant change to underlying power system frequency. It is concluded that they constitute a "false" ROCOF event. A new algorithm is presented that attempts to remove the influence of the phase step and reduce the associated ROCOF error such that the reliability of ROCOF measurements can be improved in the presence of phase steps. The algorithm is then applied to some recorded waveform sequences from the island that contains phase steps, and the results are presented. In one example, it is shown that a false ROCOF spike in excess of 100 Hz/s was reduced to less than 5 Hz/s. Index Terms-Frequency measurement, phasor measurement units (PMUs), power system measurements, rate of change of frequency (ROCOF).
P
OWER system frequency and the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) are key indicators of network stability and of the balance between electricity supply and demand [1] , [2] . This balance is becoming more critical with the increased use of highly variable renewable energy sources (RES) for electricity generation.
ROCOF is used as a metric for power system inertia [3] and most commonly to protect networks against the "loss of mains" (LOM) [4] . This situation occurs when power is lost in the wider grid, leaving a section of network operating as an island which is a safety risk of personnel working to restore power. LOM relays use the high levels of ROCOF associated with unsynchronized generation to disconnect this island generation. However, as described in [5] , false trips are a common problem with LOM relays due to various network disturbances and due to inadequate quality of the present ROCOF measurements [6] . These false trips have obvious operational and financial consequences for the loss of localized generation and even can cause a cascading loss of generation across the wider network. This paper describes a measurement campaign to investigate the nature of ROCOF measurements in a high penetration RES distribution network on Bornholm Island, Denmark. The aim of this paper [6] was to capture ROCOF events of the type that could trip LOM relays and examine the cause of any "false" events and their geographical reach. Some results from this ongoing campaign are presented and discussed in Section IV.
Having identified and captured the waveform data, the cause of some of these false ROCOF events was analyzed and categorized, particularly prevalent were those containing "phase steps" [5] . The concept of underlying frequency [7] was then used to design a new algorithm to attempt to remove the phase step, thus reducing the associated ROCOF spike. This algorithm is presented is Section V and associated results when it is applied to some of the Bornholm data are shown in Section VI.
II. ROCOF MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS
Unfortunately, the measurement of ROCOF is a significant problem with the poor power quality (PQ) waveforms that particularly prevail in low-inertia power networks [3] . This is because an ROCOF measurement first requires frequency to be found using the d/dt derivative from phase, before ROCOF is itself determined via a second d/dt derivative from frequency. Any noise on the original phase estimate due to poor PQ, transients, fault events, or instrumentation noise are vastly "amplified" by the double derivative, causing spurious results.
RES distributed generators are protected using LOM relays, which trip when the indicated value of ROCOF exceeds a set threshold. However, during imperfect PQ, the spurious noise or ripple uncertainty on ROCOF can be larger than the trip thresholds, resulting in false tripping, for which LOM relays are notorious [4] . These false trips are highly undesirable because they are expensive to the operator and they stress other parts of the grid when major energy sources are disconnected.
Some algorithms for measuring ROCOF are much less tolerant of poor PQ than others. In particular, LOM relays 0018-9456 © 2018 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. and phasor measurement units (PMUs) from different manufacturers exhibit very different performance. The PMU instrumentation used to measure ROCOF is the responsibility of the IEEE/IEC joint standards working group 60255-118-1. Due to the on-going difficulties with ROCOF, the committee has relaxed ROCOF compliance requirements during certain tests pending further research to determine algorithms that can operate reliably in representative use case scenarios that exist on power networks [9] .
A significant problem with ROCOF measurements is related to phase steps or phase jumps [5] . As the name suggests these are sudden step in phase lasting perhaps a few cycles that do not represent a real change of the power system frequency (see the concept of underlying frequency as developed in [7] and discussed in Section IV). Phase steps have a number of causes including the following. 1)
Step change in active power through any inductive component (transformer, overhead line). 2) Fault on one or more phases leading to a phase jump on one or more phases, as active and reactive load currents jump on one (or more) phases. 3) Unbalanced fault which can bring one phase forward and one back, dependent on delta-star and star-delta transformer arrangements. 4) Tap change of a transformer which changes active and reactive loads in a step manner. 5) Switching in or out loads, lines, or generators. 6) Lightning and high-wind storms can cause multiple events of the type above, through direct hits and line clashes, compounded by subsequent protection-system actions. In the context of ROCOF, phase steps cause spikes in reported ROCOF which easily exceed the trip limits of LOM relays. This amounts to a false trip as the underlying frequency has not changed and the event does not represent a loss of synchronization. This nuisance was of such significance that the U.K. Grid code DC0079 [10] was recently relaxed to reduce the number of false trips caused by phase jumps.
The remainder of this paper examines the measurement of ROCOF in a renewable-rich distribution network on Bornholm Island, Denmark. In Section III describes the measurement configuration and Section IV examines some of the ROCOF event recordings which have resulted from phase steps. An algorithm to attempt to ride-through phase steps is then described, and its performance using Bornholm recorded data is presented.
III. ROCOF ALGORITHM TESTING ON BORNHOLM ISLAND
Bornholm Island is a power network situated in the Baltic Sea with a single interconnection to the Nordic Power Grid, largely capable of independent operation due to its high penetration of RES and an independent diesel power station for periods of low wind generation. Six metrology grade digitizers were installed on the Island in 2016 to conduct PQ research; a full description of the power network and the digitizers is given in [11] . The instrument numbering shown on the plots used below can be linked to instrument location in [11] . These digitizers have the capability of remote reprogramming which allows various ROCOF algorithms to be uploaded and reconfigured.
The six locations were chosen for distributed geographical coverage of the 588-km 2 island, but also for electrical interest. One instrument is located on the island interconnector and measures at the 60-kV levels. A second instrument is connected at 10 kV on the output of a wind farm. The remaining four instruments are at the low-voltage (LV) 440-V level and comprise the two main cities, a rural location and the LV side of the aforementioned wind park, respectively.
All instruments are equipped with GPS which allows accurate time stamping of their measurements. ROCOF algorithms run in real-time and can be configured for various update rates ranging from one reading every 20 ms (50-Hz cycle period) to one reading per 100 ms giving a tradeoff of measurement time latency and noise averaging. The underlying sample rate is adjustable and has a maximum of 30 kS/s. When an ROCOF algorithm on any given instrument measures an absolute value above a preset threshold, a rolling buffer of raw waveform data before and after the trigger event is saved to the local hard disk. This data includes the three voltage and current phases together with detailed GPS timing information. This data can then be downloaded and examined.
Data from an ROCOF trigger event are potentially of significant interest. It could be representative of a real ROCOF event which would be potentially more frequent on a lowinertia network such as Bornholm. Alternatively, it could be a false trigger caused by a PQ disturbance or phase jump such as a switching transient, a voltage dip or swell, or unbalanced fault. Whichever the event, the response of the algorithm with its given configuration will provide valuable information on the limitations of ROCOF such as how PQ events can be rejected, while providing acceptable measurement update rates for real-time power system protection. The ability to replay captured data through alternative algorithms and configurations will be highly advantageous to recommending new normative approaches to ROCOF measurements.
IV. SUMMARY OF ROCOF RESULTS
Data have been collected from ROCOF readings around Bornholm from December 2017 onward and a wealth of data exists. ROCOF measurement update rates of 50 Hz have been used for all tests and ROCOF readings above a threshold of 2 Hz/s, in this paper called an ROCOF event, will trigger the recording of waveform data as described above. ROCOF event in the range 2-4 Hz/s occur on average at the rate of about once per day and are regularly seen at the same GPS time on all instruments. Examining the log of results, the results at a given time are mostly of similar value to each other and there is no obvious pattern in which instruments tend to show the biggest or smallest ROCOF.
An example of a recording that seems to show a phase step (to a more lagging phase), followed by a slight increase in underlying frequency, is shown in Fig. 1 .
During this time, only four of the six instruments were recording and the event occurred during a time when Bornholm is operating in island mode, i.e., disconnected from the Nordic Grid and largely dependent on wind generation. All four instruments record a very similar single-dip ROCOF spike as the measured frequency appears to make step change, before settling to a slightly higher frequency as shown in Fig. 1 (bottom).
The time series recorded on one of the instruments for the L1 voltage at this time is shown in Fig. 2 , and there is no visual evidence of any distortion or spikes associated with a fault. Data for phase L1 are plotted (L2 and L3 are similar). A synthesized pure sine wave has been plotted, set to be the same period as the recorded frequency at the start of the sequence. This trace is mostly identical to the VL1 trace at the scale shown in Fig. 2 , and it mostly obscures the VL1 trace, however, in the middle section of VL1 can just about be seen emerging from beneath the synthesized plot.
It is possible to zoomed-in view on the traces (not shown here) and it can be seen that the recorded voltage becomes slightly misaligned with the synthesized waveform in the middle of the plot, before returning to largely realign with the underlying frequency. It is possible that the low inertia island network has experienced a negative shift in phase at the point of measurement, perhaps due to a loss of generation, sudden increase of downstream load, or line trip. The nature of the actual situation is unknown.
By far the most common type of event recorded on Bornholm are related to short-lived faults and rather than producing a single-dip frequency pulse as shown in Fig. 1 (ROCOF makes a dip followed by an opposite peak), these events show a dip-peak-dip pulse as shown in Fig. 4 . The dip-peak-dip pulse is associated with a phase-step (in the negative direction) followed by a reversal of that phase step to nearly the original phase [7] . Essentially the effect is a dip-peak followed by a peak-dip, but when the fault is short and commensurate with the filter window used to measure ROCOF, the dip-peak-peakdip merges to a dip-peak-dip, with the area under the central peak equal to the total area of the two dips.
Phase steps are prevalent in networks for a variety of reasons as described above; from the results of various ROCOF events captured on Bornholm, many are caused by shortlived faults of the order of four cycles in length which occur typically several times per week. These faults are typified by a significant dip in voltage on one of the three phases and associated lesser disturbance on the other phases.
A plot of a fault of this nature is shown in Fig. 3 for phase L3 as recorded by instrument 1 on Bornholm. It can be seen that a fault has occurred that starts in the third cycle which lasts until the seventh cycle. Fig. 3 shows a simulated pure sine wave at a frequency set to that recorded prior to the fault. It can be seen that during the fourth cycle fault, the phase of L3 has a small (just visible) phase shift to the right compared with the pure sine wave. Following the fault, this phase shift recovers and the recorded L3 voltage recovers most of the phase step to realign with the underlying phase of the pure sine wave.
The term underlying phase also implies an underlying frequency and ROCOF. The alternative signal model which introduced these concepts is defined in [7] and is expressed as follows (reproduced from [7, eq. (4)]):
Here, the underlying phase is defined by θ(t) and phase ϕ(t) which contains the information on the phase step. In power networks, it is more useful to consider the underlying frequency ω which is related to underlying phase θ(t) by ω multiplied by time t. Fig. 3 shows the ROCOF as recorded using an adaptive filters PMU algorithm [8] at an update rate of 50 Hz. It can be seen that fault has registered a considerable ROCOF spike of some 70 Hz/s. There is a marginal indication of a change in phase after the fault relative to the phase before the fault. This can be seen by carefully looking at cycles 8 and 9 in Fig. 3 which show that the recorded voltage is no longer visually coincident with the simulated pure sine. This is an example of a change in the underlying phase θ(t) (1) typical of the changing frequency in a power system. However, the size of recorded ROCOF is largely misleading and can be mostly represented by the phase step term ϕ(t) in (1).
Recordings of ROCOF around Bornholm during this fault further support the assumption that Fig. 3 is dominated by phase steps, and the metric of interest for power system control is the ROCOF analysis of the underlying frequency. Fig. 4 shows ROCOF recorded at all six sites around the Bornholm network during the event, with the largest plot registered on instrument 1, i.e., the same results as shown for ROCOF in Fig. 3 . The other sites in the distribution system also register the fault, but the recorded ROCOF is much reduced to less than 10 Hz/s in all five other cases. The assumption is that instrument 1 is close to the fault and the effects of the fault are reduced at the other measurement sites. The larger measured ROCOF at one site, is likely due to the change in active and reactive currents caused by the fault and the changes nearer the fault would be more pronounced.
If the instrument 1 result was a meaningful ROCOF of 70 Hz/s in the sense that there had been a wide-area shift in power system phase and frequency, then it would be expected that the other Bornholm sites would have recorded similar sized ROCOF values. It is, therefore, assumed that the fault has contributed a large phase step ϕ(t) which is typified by the dip-peak-dip ROCOF response in Fig. 4 . The first half (the dippeak) is caused by the step in phase ϕ(t) and the second half (peak-dip) four cycles later by its recovery to the underlying phase. The other sites exhibit the same shaped response, but in these cases ϕ(t) is smaller.
Bornholm is dominated by wind generation and if ROCOFbased LOM relays were used to protect these installations, then this fault would have likely caused considerable false relay tripping with high impact on the distribution network. In this context, it is instructive to consider ROCOF LOM protection as governed in U.K. grid code DC0079 [10] which specifies the ROCOF measurement update rate to be 500 ms (compared to the 20 ms as used in Fig. 4 ). Slower update rates have the effect of reducing ROCOF and when Fig. 4 data is analyzed using a 500-ms update rate it reduces the ROCOF spike result to a peak of about 1.5 Hz/s. However, this is still larger than the 1-Hz/s trip threshold as specified in the U.K. grid code and the phase-step recorded in Fig. 4 would exceed the threshold causing the wind park close to instrument 1 to trip off the network.
An algorithm where the ϕ(t) phase step term can be identified and removed from (1) would allow the ROCOF resulting from the underlying frequency to be measured thus affording LOM protection and reducing false trips.
V. ALGORITHM TO MEASURE UNDERLYING FREQUENCY
AND ROCOF IN THE PRESENCE OF PHASE STEPS Working on the premise that the objective of an ROCOF instrument is to measure the underlying frequency and underlying ROCOF, then a system to remove the influence of phase steps ϕ(t) is required. A proposed scheme for phase step removal is depicted in Fig. 5 .
The algorithm uses the real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts output from the heterodyne modulator employed in the PMU algorithm [9] shown in Fig. 5 (top) , provided at the PMU sampling rate. Conventionally, these Re and Im data from each line-phase are fed to the chosen PMU algorithm which contains digital filters, positive sequence calculations, and a data decimator.
When the switch in Fig. 5 is at position 1, this conventional data processing method is used as normal with the exception that the data are delayed in a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer by n-cycles. This n-cycle latency is added to give sufficient time to process data to decide whether a phase step has occurred. For example, the typical fourth-cycle phase steps commonly seen on Bornholm should be identified and removed during this latency period.
When a suspected phase step occurs, the FIFO provides an n-cycle period in which it has to be decided whether the data is an actual valid ROCOF event or a short-lived phase step. In the case of an actual phase change [i.e., a change to the underlying phase θ(t)], the decision logic will not change the switch from position 1 and the data will continue uninterrupted and will be processed as normal.
However, in the case of a phase step ϕ(t), the incoming data is replaced with an estimation of the Re and Im result of the heterodyne process for only the assumed underlying signal
x(t) = X m (t)cos(θ (t)).
(2)
The estimated signal is required in order to maintain an uninterrupted stream of Re and Im data to the PMU algorithm. Continuous data is essential because the PMU consists of digital filters and interrupting the data stream to the algorithm will in itself cause discontinuities resulting in ROCOF spikes.
In order to synthesize the replacement data, an estimator of the signal dynamics is required to model the underlying signal during a phase step. The replacement data estimator will run continuously, even when there are no suspected issues with the data, and is required to track the phase, amplitude and frequency of the real data. In a real power system, these parameters are all time varying and the accuracy of the estimator will ultimately determine how well the effect of the phase step can be removed from the PMU output. It should also be remembered that the estimator must run in real time and must, therefore, be computationally efficient. The output of the estimator is fed into an indicial n-cycle FIFO buffer to that used in switch path 1.
If the decision logic judges the data to contain a phase step, the switch is changed to position 2 to provide the estimated data to the PMU until such time as the phase step is deemed to be over. At the conclusion of the phase step, the switch is changed back to position 1 to provide the real data again.
The process of the changeover of the switch is likely to introduce discontinuities due to the differences between the real and estimated data, which in turn will give rise to erroneous ROCOF steps on the PMU. Ensuring a smooth changeover between the two step positions requires an accurate estimator whose data is in phase with the real data. Data changeover is one of the main challenges of this method and a period of estimator alignment to the real data following the end of a phase step is likely to be needed to minimize errors.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The estimator model is based on a least-squares trajectory estimation of the fundamental phase and the magnitude of the real data. The complexity of the estimator is a tradeoff of accuracy versus computational time and as such this simple estimator does not attempt to add harmonics to match those in the real signal.
The estimator is fed with the incoming Re and Im data. Once the estimator is settled, its output can be used as a comparison with further incoming data to look for departures from the expected trajectory and act as a trigger for a potential phase step. Upon triggering of an event, the estimator no longer uses the incoming data to update itself but maintains the trajectory that prevailed prior to the event, thus supplying data to the PMU reflecting the underlying trend.
Also upon identification of an event, a second parallel estimator is started taking inputs from the incoming data. This attempts to find a settled plateau of a possible phase jump.
Ideally, the algorithm works as shown in Fig. 6 which shows a plot of phase (in radians) versus time with data points updated once every half nominal power cycle. The estimated trajectory in the first of the three sections is used to replace data in the second section, until that trajectory has been confirmed as stable. These two functions can be used to determine the phase step size ϕ(t), as in some cases the phase step could be permanent or long lived and the value could be used to back off the phase step and avoid a large ROCOF spike.
In the case of Fig. 6 , the more typical case is shown where the phase step reverses and the third section shows this step back. What is particularly challenging in this case is that the second and third section slopes show an actual change in trajectory compared to the first section slope. So there is likely to be some actual frequency change occurring as the power system responds to the fault that caused the phase step. It is the effect of the phase step that needs to be removed, but the actual phase trajectory change must be kept so that the instrument correctly records the underlying frequency. Attempting to back out the phase step is very challenging in the case of Fig. 6 , and the estimation of the trajectory in the second section is an important element of this. Incorrect size back out or removal will cause its own spike in the ROCOF.
It has been pointed out that an algorithm such that uses the trajectory is typical of what is called operationalist measurement [12] , where a change in the choice of algorithm will give a change in the result, such that the method will only give repeatable results if the procedure (or "operation") is exactly followed. If a trajectory-based algorithm can be developed and optimized to back-out phase steps, it will do so in the absence of suitable mathematical procedure to describe frequency during a phase jump. Once a suitable algorithm is optimized, it may be possible to prescribe it as an operationalist solution.
A proposed operationalist solution in the form of a trajectory-based algorithm was attempted as shown in Fig. 7 , which shows the phase at the input (the output of the heterodyne) sampled regularly once per nominal power cycle plotted against time. Plots are shown for two recorded cases of phase steps in Bornholm; case 020218 which has a phase step with a relatively constant underlying frequency and the above Fig. 6 case 090118 which contains a phase step and a changing underlying frequency.
The discontinuous trace in Fig. 7 line shows the phase of input data, and the smoother trace shows the corrected phase result from the algorithm. Data marked with "X" indicates that a phase disturbance has been detected and the algorithm is processing the change and providing extrapolated data using the phase trajectory prior to the disturbance. The "S" mark indicates that the algorithm has settled on a new stable phase trajectory and the size of any remaining phase step can then be calculated. The "R" mark indicates that real data is again being used (returned to switch position 1) with any phase step backed out.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 (top) that the algorithm has correctly extrapolated the trajectory of the phase through the 020218 fault. The phase step is relatively short and steps back to near its original level before the algorithm has settled on the lower part of the step. So the "X" marks continue to appear through the step, showing that the algorithm is continuously extrapolating beyond the return of the step when finally at "R," the algorithm has settled. So in this case no backing out of this short phase step has occurred, rather it has been removed by extrapolation. After the "S" point, the gain of the estimator drives its phase toward that of the real data closing the small offset, until it is aligned at "R" when the real data is used again as an input to the PMU.
In contrast, Fig. 7 (bottom) shows the 090118 case where a phase step is backed out. In this case, the phase step is of a similar length in time to the upper plot, but has less of a perturbation such that the algorithm is able to settle at point "S" near the middle of the phase step. At this point, the estimator stops extrapolating and updates itself with new real data, however, the PMU is still fed with the estimator data, rather than restored raw real data. The reason for this is that the estimator has started aligning with the real data phase, only to be again disturbed by the phase stepping back to its original trajectory near the next "X." The settling process then repeats until finally at "R" the real data can be restored. After this point there is a small constant offset in the phases, this is due to an error in the two phase step back out's that occurred at the "S" points. This constant phase offset is of no consequence to ROCOF measurements (the differential of a constant phase is zero), but can be slowly removed by the estimator if necessary.
The output phase data shown in Fig. 7 are applied to the C37 standard PMU algorithm to calculate ROCOF. Fig. 8 shows the resulting ROCOF plotted against measurement number, updating once every 20 ms. The three traces are the results of processing the various data streams through the standard PMU algorithm for the simpler 020218 case [ Fig. 7  (top) ]. The uncorrected ROCOF is shown by the blue plot and for plotting clarity it is shown clipped at ±25 Hz/s, whereas the measured maximum is some 107 Hz/s. The "estimator" plot is the result of running only the estimator output through the standard ROCOF algorithm. During the fault event which starts at the x-axis point 43, this data becomes more noisy as the estimator starts to extrapolate the data in the absence of real data (corresponding to the points marked "x" in Fig. 7) . At the end of the fault the real data again starts (corresponding to point "r "), conditioning the estimator which settles back to a noise pattern similar to before the fault.
The dotted "substitution" plot is a mixture of interleaved real and estimator data, with the estimated data replacing the real during the phase step. It can be seen that the dotted plot is identical to the input "original" plot up to result 42 on the x-axis as the PMU is fed with the uncorrected input data. At result 43, the estimated data is substituted, replacing the real data until result 54 when the real data is returned. The noise during the fault period (x-axis result 44 to 53) is similar to the pure estimator data, it being the same data during this period. Real data are switched back to the PMU input at result 54 and a small spike in ROCOF value results of some ±3 Hz/s; this is most likely to be caused by a misalignment of the estimator Fig. 8 . ROCOF for the 020218 case. The "original" trace shows the uncorrected measured ROCOF clipped at ±25 Hz/s (unclipped maximum 107 Hz/s). When the output of the synthesizer data only is used, the "estimator" trace shows the resulting ROCOF. The dotted trace is a mixture of the two (see text). Fig. 9 . ROCOF for 090118 case (uncorrected ROCOF max = 22 Hz/s). The "original" trace shows the uncorrected measured ROCOF. When the output of the synthesizer data only is used, the "estimator" trace shows the resulting ROCOF. The change-over data when the real data is substituted during the fault is shown by the dotted plot. and the real data injecting a small phase step in to the ROCOF algorithm at the point of data switch over at time 54 on the x-axis of Fig. 8 . The ROCOF algorithm clearly takes some time to settle after this perturbation. Fig. 9 shows the results for the other 090118 case which contains a phase step and in addition a change in underlying frequency. In this case at the point of change back to real data at result 22, the ROCOF of the dotted plot shows a similar perturbation to that of Fig. 8 case. Low-noise data is achieved in the middle of the phase step between point 16 and 20 in Fig. 9 , since the estimator is not extrapolating at this time (see the first point "S" in the lower Fig. 7 plot) , but being trained by the real data.
VII. CONCLUSION
Phase steps are a significant source of error in ROCOF measurements, assuming the objective is to measure the underlying frequency and underlying ROCOF. When ROCOF LOM relays are used to protect renewable power parks, phase steps become a major cause of false trips causing loss of revenue and undermining the stability of the power system. ROCOF measurements on Bornholm Island show that significant fault-related phase steps occur on average several times per week. The multiple-site measurements assumed to be close to a fault show levels of ROCOF that are greater than at more distant sites, which supports the concept of underlying frequency and emphasizes the need to remove the influence of the phase step to determine the underlying trends.
The new method of phase step removal presented here is reasonably successful in removing the phase steps. In the case of a low underlying ROCOF (assumed to be close to 0 Hz/s), the phase step spike was reduced from a peak of 107 Hz/s to a peak of about 3 Hz/s. In the case of a changing underlying frequency and phase step, the improvement is not so good, reducing the ROCOF spike peak from about 25 to about 6 Hz/s. As already pointed out with this proposed operationalist solution, changing the algorithm parameters, will change the output and both results presented here are sensitive to algorithm configuration. The reported results should be considered an indication of what can be achieved with this method. It is possible that the method can be improved by using superior estimators and particularly better alignment of the estimator to the real data at switch over; the ROCOF algorithm being extremely sensitive to any phase step introduced at the point of switching from real data to estimator data and vice versa.
Currently, the algorithm is running on a desktop PC using recorded fault data from Bornholm Island. More work is required to implement the algorithm into the Bornholm instruments for real-time operation. Further testing with other common PQ issues is also required to check for malfunctions and instabilities.
The algorithm also increases latency (the delay lines) and as is common, there is a tradeoff between latency and peak reduction. In this paper, latency is set at five cycles.
